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Re: ATT Cell Towers hidden in the Antique Center & Smart Meters
Summary:
In recent years thousands of independent studies have proven, leaving no doubt, that Microwave Radiation
is injurious to the human body. The military uses microwave radiation as a weapon and has done so for
decades. The CDC reported, then under pressure from industry, retracted its warning that heavy use of a
personal cell phone (2.5 per month) had an approximately doubled risk of glioma, a life threatening and
often-fatal brain tumor, after 10 years of use. The average use of a cell phone in the US in 2015 was 5.6
hours per day not 2.5 per month. Microwave radiation is known to cause permanent DNA damage,
reduced sperm counts, sleep disorders, depressed immune systems and other abnormalities. Young
children are especially vulnerable.

Supporting this intimate exposure is a global network of Cell Towers, each a massive microwave radiation
transmitter, similar to the ATT instillation hidden in the heart of Solvang’s tourist-business district.
Disorders by those living near towers include; fatigue, sleep disorders, cancer clusters and many others.

Concerned about possible health risks I purchase a simple meter and placed it outside my office door
located in Fredric’s Court that displayed consistent dangerous levels.

Industry has manipulated the language using ‘radiofrequency energy’ instead of microwave radiation.
Industry has implemented as safe levels of exposure levels that are thousands of time higher than
considered safe in laboratory research and has placed the burden of proof on the injured. The
telecommunications industry is so powerful and intertwined with The National Security Agency (NSA) that
corporate interest outweighs and out budget sovereign governments. Further, the industry is in the process
of implementing G5 technologies that are exponentially higher and completely untested bandwidth.
I ask that you carefully review the attached documents and consider this body when the ATT Cell Tower use
permit is up for renewal and take personal responsibility for the potential harm this installation poses.
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Dr. Olle Johansson from the Karolinska Institute/ Nobel Prize, speaking to Medical Doctors
BioInitiative 2012 A rational for Biological-based Exposure Standards for Low Intensity
Electromagnetic radiation
7,000 Cancer Deaths related to Cell Tower Radiation Exposure
A collection of reports – Fried Brains in The Sand
The EMF Controversy
Health Risks Associate with Smart Meters
Take Back Your Power – DVD – dramatic demonstrations of changes when exposed to EMF.
A summary of proven research

